2 Days Public
Team Empowerment
Program 2022
27 – 28 August 2022
35 pax

DAY 1
930am

Registration
Morning tea/coffee

1000am

Program introduction and context set
Energizer
Team Dynamic

1100am

Key Activity: Marshmallow challenge
A popular exercise in which small groups are asked to build the “tallest freestanding structure” out of the materials provided.
The teams have eighteen minutes to complete this task including the entire marshmallow on top. It’s a fun and instructive
exercise that allows teams to experience simple lessons in collaboration, innovation and creativity

1200am

Key Activity: Color Blind
The Color Blind activity is a communication exercise which develops team building skills and helps teams recognize problems
caused with imprecise communication and language. It is a verbal problem-solving experiential learning activity that is used to
improve communication and listening skills, and is played in a small group

100pm

Lunch

230pm

Key Activity: Engineering Challenge
This is the prelude to the I-Maze. Teams are given resources and to create the maze according to the layout given. We discuss
about the importance of context, content, vision and mission of the organization.

330pm
345pm

Afternoon break
Key Activity: I Maze
The I Maze is a people-sized version of a maze, specially designed to develop amazing teamwork and diverse leadership.
Learning is fun, effective, and lasting. Teams can learn to balance cooperation and competition. Leadership skills can be
practiced. The learning that takes place on the I Maze is far beyond an intellectual exercise.
End of day 1

530pm

DAY 2
900am

Energizer

930am

Key Activity: Noodle Toss
The challenge is to toss the noodle around at the same time until they achieve a full cycle without dropping any of the noodle.
This group problem solving activity challenges the team to value and build on each other's ideas. It also requires them to test,
evaluate and change they approach whenever needed.
Morning break

1030am
1045am

100pm
230pm

345pm
400pm

530pm

Key Activity: Number Punch
A fast-paced strategic thinking and problem-solving activity, where all team members need to increasingly improve their ability
to complete a task. Number punch is an activity in which 30 randomly placed numbered markers must be touched in order by
participants in a marked out working area.
Lunch
Key Activity: Team Shape
Team Shape addresses communication skills, team planning and implementation, process improvement and team leadership in
a lively, although at times frustrating, way. Excellent communication is not enough: the team must also demonstrate excellent
project planning and process improvement. In addition, they develop key skills that are of significant value in team briefing,
coaching, instructing and delegating task responsibility to others.
Afternoon break
Key Activity: Harry Potter
Participants will learn that a seemingly easy and straight forward task will turn out to be otherwise. Integrity, trust, leadership
and focus is the highlight.
End of day 2

Zaim Idris
Zaim Idris, a true nature crusader and by far one of the most accomplished Outdoor Adventure
Coach and Trainer. He is certified by The Ministry of Youth and Sports in the field of recreational
training and methodology. He takes great care in designing training programs and events which
involves transformation and enhancement of skills through experiential and value-based learning.
Zaim believes in long-term tangible change in the way people do things, and his training programs
are both intellectually and emotionally challenging. Using both outdoors and indoor as a vehicle
for learning, and where genuine input involving success will achieve lasting impact where it
matters most.
Zaim have attended the Duke of Edinburgh's International Award Adventurous Journey Supervisor
and Assessor Training (SAT) for adventurous journey and he is a certified Duke of Edinburgh's
International Award Trainer. Zaim is also certified by the Wilderness Medical Associates and is a
competent Wilderness First Responder.
Zaim creates and lead numerous development and improvement programs / initiatives. He has
more than 10 years’ experience in AELT, certified by the Ministry of Human Resources Malaysia
with a track record as “The Preferred Trainer” in team building, corporate trainings, corporate
events and adventure learning.
Numerous local and Multi-national companies (MNC) like Pos Malaysia, DiGi Telecommunications
(M), City Link Express, Colgate Palmolive (ERT), CCM Pharmaceutical, AMWAY (M) Berhad,
Talisman Limited Malaysia, ASWIG Solution, Affin Bank Bhd, Petronas Carigali, BMW Malaysia,
FPSO Venture Sdn Bhd etc., have benefited from his training and coaching.
Zaim customizes each of his training program and event so that it fits the exact needs of each
organization and at every level of management - be it entry level, mid-level, or the top senior
management. His training programs and events have a lasting impact because of his passion and
dedication to the growth of the participants and to the organization.

